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VOTING

RESOLUTIONS

As investors, we have the opportunity to vote on strategic issues such as

15

executive pay, director nominations and political donations with regard
to our investee companies. We aim to vote on all the stocks held in the
collective funds we manage and consider each resolution carefully. It is
our view that voting is an integral part of being a Thoughtful Investor.

Votes cast For

37

Votes cast Against
Abstained votes

As such, we have developed a set of guidelines in the form of our voting
policy to ensure we take a consistent approach to decision-making.
The final quarter of the year is typically quieter, with fewer company
meetings scheduled during this time. During the period, our investee
companies hosted 24 meetings with 222 resolutions to be voted. Of the
proposals voted, 170 of our votes were cast in support, 37 were against

170

and 15 were abstentions.
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1.

EXECUTIVE REMUNERATION

... is covered by the remuneration report and the remuneration policy. If either of these proposals do not adhere to
the guidelines in our voting policy, we vote Against these resolutions.

2.

SHAREHOLDER RIGHTS

... refers to requests made by a company to engage in practices that we believe may be detrimental to shareholders.
For example, we do not believe 14 days’ notice is sufficient time for shareholders to prepare to exercise their voting
rights and so will vote Against this request.

3.

DIRECTOR INDEPENDENCE
& EFFECTIVENESS

... is an issue often involving Non-Executive Directors (NEDs). NEDs should be independent in order to be effective
and if a NED has been in place for longer than the nine-year tenure recommended by the UK Corporate Governance
Code we will often vote Against or opt to Abstain. We will also vote Against the reappointment of a director if we feel
they have not been particularly effective or if we feel that, due to a large number of external commitments, they
may not be able to dedicate sufficient time to their directorship.

4.

POLITICAL DONATIONS

We do not think it is appropriate for companies to make political donations and consequently will always vote Against
a resolution seeking permission to do so.

5.

THE AUDIT PROCESS

... refers to auditor independence which may be compromised if the auditor has been in place for a long time and
no tendering process has been undertaken, or if fees paid are for services other than their primary audit function.
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% OF VOTES TO ABSTAIN OR GO AGAINST MANAGEMENT IN Q4

Political Donations

4%

Audit Process

15%

Director Independence
& Effectiveness

Shareholder Rights

35%

15%

Executive Remuneration

31%

Through the final quarter of 2019, the most likely reason for an abstention

make it too easy for executives to be awarded generously for mediocre

or vote against a resolution was on the basis of director appointments,

performance; this is another factor that must be analysed carefully

accounting for 35% of votes against and abstentions. This continues

before voting.

a theme through the year, and largely stems from two main issues
covered in our voting policy: director independence and ‘over-boarding’.

Resolutions falling under the category of shareholder rights represented

Regarding the former, it is important that the non-executive directors

15% of abstentions and votes against during the quarter. The majority of

are independent from the executive directors in order to ensure that

these votes are the result of our policy to vote against resolutions that

they are able to hold them accountable and provide effective oversight,

propose holding general meetings at 14 days’ notice. We believe that this

challenging management where necessary. The term ‘over-boarding’

does not allow for investors to prepare adequately for the meeting and

refers to a situation in which a director holds a significant number of

therefore is an infringement of shareholder rights. When shareholders

external NED roles. We believe that directors should ensure that they

have insufficient time to analyse the meeting materials, an unfavourable

have enough time to adequately fulfil all the duties associated with a NED

decision may be forced due to time constraints.

role and will therefore vote against directors where we feel the quantity
of their outside commitments is likely to impact on their effectiveness.

A further 15% of abstentions or votes against relate to the audit process.
The votes which fall into this category stems from the need for the

Accounting for 31% of votes contrary to management recommendations

external auditor to be independent from their client company in order

cast over the period was remuneration. In line with our voting policy we

to ensure that the accounts are being audited with the appropriate level

often vote against executive pay packets which include features such as

of scrutiny. We monitor auditor independence by checking the quantum

an excessive base salary or large incentive payments. We also seek to

of fees collected for non-audit work and the length of time that the

ensure that management pay represents performance and shareholder

audit company has been in place. By looking at these factors, we hope

value over the period, as well as comparing executive pay to that of

to prevent the formation of a cosy relationship between the auditor firm

the pay received by company workers. Castlefield takes a firm view on

and their client company.

remuneration arrangements and we believe that pay should be aligned
with the interests of all stakeholders, including employees. A deciding

Finally, we do not view political donations as an appropriate use of capital

factor is whether the company pays the Real Living Wage and this is an

and, as such, we always vote against resolutions requesting shareholder

important measure for determining where pay is excessive. In addition,

permission for this activity, for the final quarter of 2019 this was 4% of

compensation measures that lack stretching performance targets

total dissenting votes.
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CASE STUDY

SAP
SAP is a top ten position in the Castlefield B.E.S.T Sustainable European

canvassed for our opinion on the matter. The investor relations team were

Fund and is a large German multinational software applications

concentrating on the largest fifty shareholders and other more active

solutions company. SAP’s software is used to manage operations and

investors who had expressed interest. We felt very comforted by the fact

is used by companies to provide in-depth analysis and management

that we were only the twelfth investor SAP had spoken with. Although the

information about all areas of the business from the supply chain to

plan doesn’t meet with all our ideas of perfection, there are areas where

talent management and instantaneous data on profitability. SAP fits

we are starting to see some adherence to the various issues we want to

our investment process as a High-Quality company with sustainably

see. SAP are embedding sustainability KPI’s into the incentives which we

high returns and strong management. It also demonstrates its

feel is an important step. They have also agreed to cap the awards, though

characteristics as a business which promotes sustainability through its

we are not impressed with the quantum of remuneration. This is a typical

applications which permit businesses to control and improve on their

issue across the corporate world. We see explanations of a global talent

own internal processes.

pool, and benchmarking, being used to justify the huge awards. SAP is by
no means a bad example, and although we feel the potential awards are

We have engaged with SAP four times during 2019. Two areas we have

too high, at least there is a mechanistic approach to how these packages

focused on are management change and executive remuneration.

are calculated, and at the end of the day, we will exercise our right to vote

During the final quarter of the year, there was a change of CEO as Bill

against pay which we deem too high.

"SAP fits our investment process as a HighQuality company with sustainably high
returns and strong management."

We are, however, impressed with SAP’s willingness to be transparent
and its desire to canvas opinion from shareholders. The plan is far from
complete. More canvassing and feedback will be sought over the first
couple of months of 2020 before being put to the board for approval.
We were gratified to learn that of the twelve meetings around one third
were very critical of the plan. We believe that SAP is the sort of company
that will take the engagement feedback onboard and move forward with

McDermott, who had been CEO since 2014, decided to leave to lead

the times, learning from best practice and remaining open and curious to

another business. We wanted to understand how the change would

critique from its stakeholders.

impact the business especially as the Board of Directors had recruited
two co-CEOs to replace Bill. We were curious as to what each one would
‘bring to the table’ and how the interplay between them would impact
the business. We spent some time probing the different aspects of
the skill sets brought by the two new CEOs, how the roles would be
clearly defined and responsibilities managed. We were comforted in
the knowledge that the co-CEO model is one that has been utilised
with great success before and our confidence in the future for SAP was
improved. Our conclusion: two heads are better than one.
The other interesting engagement we had with SAP was regarding
a new remuneration plan. We must be one of the company’s smallest
institutional shareholders and so we were surprised when we were
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WORKFORCE
DISCLOSURE
INITIATIVE

Castlefield are signatories to the Workforce Disclosure Initiative (WDI).
The project, run by ShareAction, aims to make the process of disclosing
workforce data simple and efficient. It allows companies to demonstrate –
to investors, clients and other stakeholders – how they manage their staff
and supply chain workers compared to peer organisations. It also gives
companies the opportunity to explain how their approach to workforce
management is aligned to the overall business strategy, and to signal
their understanding of major workforce-related risks and opportunities.1
The initiative is aligned with the United Nations’ Sustainable Development
Goals, particularly Goal 8 which calls for ‘decent work for all’.2 Now
in its third year, the WDI offers an excellent opportunity to generate
meaningful and comparable data on workforce issues that will improve

With the deadline now passed, the raw dataset has been compiled

our understanding of investee companies. Investors now usually have

and shared with investor signatories including Castlefield, with public

access to the data needed to take account of companies’ environmental

scorecards expected to be released in early 2020. Having now had chance

performance; the WDI is a welcome effort to secure similar data for how

to review the data, we have established a list of targeted questions as

companies manage their workforce.

part of our thematic engagement for 2020. The WDI dataset is invaluable
to the work we do here at Castlefield. It provides us with greater insight

"In June 2019, 750 companies were
invited to participate, a significant increase
compared with 500 the prior year and just
75 during its pilot year in 2017."

into the social operations of our investee companies and allows us to
have meaningful engagement on such findings. Comparing a company’s
disclosure against peers through public scorecards encourages a “race to
the top”, spurring companies to want to be seen as doing better than its
competitors. Being presented with the questions in the survey also allows
companies to reflect on issues they might not have previously considered.
All businesses, no matter how big or small, technologically capable or not,
rely on their people and their supply chain and, as investors, we do not
view social considerations and financial returns as mutually exclusive.

In June 2019, 750 companies were invited to participate, a significant
increase compared with 500 the prior year and just 75 during its pilot

Following the closure of this year’s survey, Castlefield attended a

year in 2017. As investor signatories, we contacted all of our investee

roundtable with other investor signatories in London to discuss our

companies on the list to encourage them to participate. As a result, we

experiences of engagement and to provide feedback and markers

had some encouraging engagements where we were able to set out our

for improvement for future years, as well as a lengthy discussion on

case for disclosure. There were also some exciting developments with the

how to tackle serial non-disclosers. We look forward to continuing

project this year, with the launch of an online portal, allowing investors to

our involvement with the initiative as it grows and encouraging more

collaborate on engagements and share information between the survey

companies to participate.

being sent out and its November deadline.

1. www.shareaction.org/wdi/
2. www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/economic-growth/
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SITE VISITS

While we usually speak to management over the phone or in our own offices, occasionally we have the opportunity to attend site visits and see
more of how a business operates on a day-to-day basis. This can involve visiting a company’s main office or getting out and into some hi-vis and
hard hats. An investment is more than just a ticker traded on a stock exchange and taking the time to attend these visits often allows us to gain
more insight into the processes and products involved in its operations and the potential to speak to other senior managers that do not typically
meet with investors. Below we have some examples of site visits over the last quarter:

Alumasc
Alumasc is a UK-based supplier of premium building products. Having
floated in 1986, the company has a long-standing heritage of excellence
in the manufacture and supply of a variety of products. The Group's
current strategy, however, is focused on building products which add
value in conserving and managing the scarce resources of energy and
water in the built environment, and/or offer ease of construction. It sells
to a diverse array of end customers, from public housing to infrastructure
and private commercial firms.
Earlier this year, we were able to visit Alumasc’s new purpose-built
90,000 sq. ft facility in Howden, East Yorkshire where its housebuilding
division, trading as Timloc, operates from. As part of the wider Alumasc
group, Timloc design, manufacture and supply new-build residential
and RMI (repairs, maintenance and improvement) building product
solutions from ground level (i.e. ventilation airbricks) right up to the
roof ridge (i.e. fire rated loft hatches). Our visit included an introductory
presentation, facility tour and Q&A. The tour allowed us to see some
of the manufacturing equipment and order-picking procedures in
action, as well as meet members of the wider workforce. We were
impressed by the well-organised and invested set-up of the facility.
Investment in state-of-the-art machinery has been high on Timloc’s
agenda in order that it can both keep pace with the increasing demand
for current products but also launch new ones. After completing the
tour, we moved through to the lunchtime Q&A. This gave opportunity
to ask questions away from the noise of the facility floor and provided
some useful additional insight. Of specific interest here was detail on
the company’s health & safety practices and record (which is strong) as
well as its relationship with housebuilders.
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Gym Group
The Gym Group (TGG) is a leading operator of low cost, 24/7, no contract
gyms in the UK. In October we went on a site visit to their Portland
Street gym, located just a stone’s throw away from our office in central
Manchester. Our visit included a tour from the regional manager, followed
by a Q&A session with the Chief Executive and Chief Financial Officer.
We were impressed by how efficiently they used the available space, the
quality of equipment and the overall cleanliness of the gym. The regional
manager gave us an insight into how TGG are responding to the changing
habits and demands of gym users. TGG closely monitor equipment
usage and consequently they have been reducing the amount of space
allocated to cardiovascular equipment in order to increase the number
of functional training areas, demand for which has partly been driven by
social media trends. In addition, TGG are responding to the rise of high-

Box jumping at The Gym Group

end boutique gym classes by revamping their offering of exercise classes
across the estate. Class users tend to stay as members for longer, hence
there is a considerable incentive to increase the percentage of members
who use classes from around 10% at the moment.
Management also outlined the new model for personal trainers (PTs)
who operate in their gyms. The PTs now work 12 hours per week for TGG
as part-time employees and then separately, outside of these hours,
they offer PT services directly to members on a self-employed basis. As
employees the PTs qualify for a range of benefits including; holiday and
sick pay, career development training, and discounts on insurance and
financial advice. In addition, we were pleased to hear that the PTs will now
able to participate in the Share Incentive Plan (SIP), where for every share
they purchase, the Group awards one matching share, up to a maximum
value, which vest in three years subject to continued employment.
Management are confident that this model will help to attract the best
PTs to their gyms, which is important given the contribution PTs can make

Richard Darwin, CEO of The Gym Group

to retaining members and improving the ambience of gyms.
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CASE STUDY:
INSPIRED
ENERGY

Engagement with investee companies is an important feature of our stewardship approach
because it allows us to encourage best practice and raise any concerns we may have with
management. As a relatively small shareholder, ensuring that we take the time to engage
with companies can help us build long-term, constructive relationships. This dialogue
creates opportunities to promote high standards of corporate governance and to press for
improved management of sustainability issues within the companies that we hold.
One positive engagement in recent months was with Inspired Energy. Inspired is a
commercial and industrial energy procurement company whose shares are held in our
Castlefield B.E.S.T Sustainable Smaller Companies Fund. The company works to ensure
that its clients produce their energy efficiently in order to save costs and/or reduce
carbon emissions. Its services also include the provision of guidance on renewable energy
methods, including support with selling excess power back to the grid. Inspired are
also able to assist their customers with meeting the reporting guidelines of the Carbon
Reduction Commitment legislation. Inspired Energy’s business model is one which
can help businesses increase their own energy efficiency and move towards more
sustainable solutions.
Following Inspired Energy’s Annual General Meeting this year, we got in touch with the
Chairman of the Board to explain our voting rationale and to understand the company’s
perspective on the issues raised. As smaller companies are not obliged to comply with
the standards of corporate governance that apply to larger listed businesses, we find
engagement on these issues can be a positive way to encourage discussion on this as the
companies grow.
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Our main concern at this time was that the company’s CEO was a member of the Board’s
Remuneration Committee. According to the UK Corporate Governance Code and our own
voting guidelines, it is not best practice to have an executive director as a committee member
as it can lead to concerns that the executive may have undue influence over his or her own
pay structure. We also wanted to clarify a few small points that we felt could be made clearer
in future reporting on remuneration.
In reply to our letter, we received a very detailed and thorough response to all the points we
raised and were informed that our letter to the company had been specifically included as an
agenda item at the subsequent Board meeting. The Board stated that while the Remuneration
Committee’s membership had been deemed appropriate at the time of IPO, they accepted
the point we raised in light of the company’s progression since that time and, accordingly,
decided to change the Remuneration Committee membership to include only non-executive
directors. The points we raised regarding disclosure will be reassessed when the company
prepare their next Report and Accounts.
We were very happy with the response from Inspired Energy and the level of detail in the
response demonstrated that our letter had been carefully considered. While it is gratifying to
get an immediate outcome from an engagement, perhaps more important is the willingness
of the company to engage meaningfully on these topics and to be open to the evolving
standards of corporate governance.
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MEET THE
TEAM
Alison Newall
Chartered MCSI
Associate, Investment
Management & Director,
Piccadilly Trustee Limited

Alistair Currie

Amelia Overd

BCom (Hons), CA

MA (Hons), IMC, ACSI

Partner, Investment
Management

Executive, Investment
Management

Chloe Smith

Daniel Lonsdale

LLB, MSc, IMC, ACSI

IMC, ACSI

Senior Executive, Investment
Management

Senior Executive, Investment
Management

David Beggs

David Elton

BSc (Hons), IMC, ACSI

BSc (Hons), IMC,
Chartered MCSI, CFA

Executive, Investment
Management

David Gorman

John Eckersley

MA (Hons), MBA,
Chartered MCSI

BA (Hons), MBA,
Chartered FCSI,
Chartered Wealth Manager

Partner, Investment
Management

Managing Partner

Ita McMahon

Mark Elliott

IMC, MA, BA (Hons)

Mchem (Hons),
Chartered MCSI, CFA

Manager, Investment
Management

Mike Heron
Chartered MCSI

Partner, Head of Investment
Management

Richard
Slattery-Vickers

Executive, Investment
Management

BA (Hons), ACSI

Rory Hammerson

Simon Holman

MA (Hons)

MA (Hons), MSc, CFA,
Chartered MCSI, ASIP
Partner, Head of Client
Investments

Partner, Investment
Management
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111 Piccadilly
Manchester M1 2HY
0161 233 4890
Castlefield.com

Castlefield is a trading name of Castlefield Investment Partners LLP (CIP) and a registered
trade mark and the property of Castlefield Partners Limited.
CIP is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and is a member of the
London Stock Exchange. Registered in England & Wales No. OC302833. Registered Office 8th
Floor, 111 Piccadilly, M1 2HY. Part of the Castlefield employee-owned group. Member of the
Employee Ownership Association.
Opinions constitute our judgement as of this date and are subject to change without warning.
The officers and employees of Castlefield Investment Partners LLP, may have positions in
any securities mentioned herein. This document shall be governed by and construed in
accordance with the law of England and Wales and is subject to the exclusive jurisdiction of
the English Courts.
The value of investments, and the income from them, can go down as well as up, and you may
not recover the amount of your original investment. Past performance is not necessarily a guide
to future performance. Where an investment involves exposure to a foreign currency, changes
in rates of exchange may cause the value of the investment, and the income from it, to go up
or down. In the case of some investments, you should be aware that there is no recognised
obtain reliable information about their value or the extent of the risks to which they are exposed.
Certain investments carry a higher degree of risk than others and are, therefore, unsuitable for
some investors.
The information in this document is not intended as an offer or solicitation to buy or sell securities
or any other investment or banking product, nor does it constitute a personal recommendation.
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market for them, and that it may therefore be difficult for you to deal in them or for you to

